












MPO Certification Review 

Title VI/Environmental Justice Questions 
 

Demographic profile 

1. How were the minority and low-income (MLI) populations identified?  Have LEP populations 

been identified?  What data sources were used? 

2. Have you cross-check your demographic data with personal knowledge? 

3. Have you considered minority business communities? 

4. Have you plotted past, current, and future projects? 

5. Have you conducted a system analysis of benefits and burdens, comparing MLI areas to non-MLI 

areas? 

6. Are there any planned projects that will potentially negatively impact MLI/LEP areas? 

7. Are there any MLI/LEP areas that will be denied the benefits of planned projects? 

8. How do you measure benefits and burdens?  Have you developed any quantitative analyses? 

Planning Process 

1. Has the MPO adopted any formal goals or policies addressing EJ within the planning process? 

2. How is EJ considered during the modeling and planning performed in support of LRTP 

development?  How is EJ considered during MTIP development? 

3. Dow the MPO consider EJ with regard to the timing of transportation projects? 

4. How does the planning process seek to identify the needs of MLI/LEP populations? 

5. Is there any history of EJ problems/Title VI complaints? If so, what has been done to address the 

problems/complaints? 

 



EJ considerations in the public involvement process 

1. What strategies/techniques are used to engage MLI/LEP populations? 

2. Are there any specific strategies in place to reach the Hispanic community or other LEP 

populations? 

3. Have these strategies been effective? Are there regular evaluations of these strategies? 

4. Are there efforts made to engage in dialogue with MLI/LEP communities even when there is no 

specific planning product or process underway? 

5. Who is the lead person for public involvement and has that person attended training? 

6. Do you have a mailing list that is directed toward MLI/LEP populations? 

7. Have you used citizen advisory committees or focus groups? 

8. What real or perceived barriers are there regarding participation from MLI groups? From LEP 

persons?  From disabled persons?  What has been done to mitigate barriers? 

9. What has been the most successful or innovative technique the MPO has used? 
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